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WORLD WAR II

A curiously graphic collection
of prewar trading cards

depicted conflict at its worst

IN 1938,
THE SPANISH
CML WAR and
Second Sino-Japanese
War claimed thousands
of civilian lives through
indiscriminate bombings
and famine; Germany’s

annexation of Austria that year portended
the European conflict to come. The
United States, meanwhile, clung to its
isolation, hoping to avoid another costly
foreign intervention. But reminders of the

tumultuous outside world still seeped
from the headlines into daffy life. One

peculiar venue, the "Horrors of War"
trading cards, was the brainchild of

J. Warren Bowman, the businessman
behind the era’s best-selling bubblegnm.

For a penny, young consumers received
a slab of gum and one of 288 cards fea-

turing a gratuitously violent illustration

eEveryday life is shattered during the 1937
bombing of a Spanish theater (top left).

®Pilots scouting an airfield site to expand
the Italian empire in 1936 (left) meet a brutal
end at the hands of Ethiopian tribal warriors.
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of an execution, bombing raid, or other bloody
scene. Many subjects were pulled from recent head-
lines by Bowman’s researchers; others featured past
conflicts or warned of atrocities yet to come.
Bowman claimed his goal was to promote world
peace by indoctrinating America’s chil&en with
antiwar sentiments--although his real motivation

may simply have been to win parents’ approval.
In either case the message was likely lost on

school-age collectors, who prized cards featuring
explosions, dismembered bodies, and massacres. As
a 1938 Life magazine article warned, noting the
particularly gory depictions of fighting in China,
"Some future historian may trace a cause for a U.S.-
Japanese war to the fact that the generation which
was pre-adolescent had received severe anti-
Japanese prejudices through its curious liking for
blowing bubbles:’ Nicholas Ciotola
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to take the adventure out of war.
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